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Above: The panoramic view from Point Reserve's publicjetty in summer (UDLA)
Cover: Point Reserve (UDLA).
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The purpose of the Town of Bassendean Foreshore Precinct Plan is to provide
the Swan River Trust , the Town of Bassendean and the Western Australian

Planning Commission with a detailed planning tool to guide the future use
and development of the Bassendean foreshore
The plan guides the future use and management of the Bassendean foreshore
and the development interface with the Parks and Recreation reserve

VI S I . N
Our vision for the river ondits setting is thot it disploys its true worth OS o sustoining resource to Aboriginolsociety
over moriy mine rinio and OS the foundotion of Europeon settlement in Western AUStrolio.
We ore committed to protecting ond enhancing the river by respecting its environmento1 volues, SOCiol benefits
ond culturolsignificonce. We will guide odjocentlond use, civic design, ond development to ensure thot the volue
of the river ondits setting to the community is morntoined.
Swon ond Conning Rivers Precinct PIOnning Project - Precinct Pion Hondbook

WHAT DOESTHIS ENTAIL?

It requires that development respect the benefits and reinforce the setting of
the river, its tributaries, floodplains and landscape setting. Wildlife and fringing
vegetation should be protected, managed, understood and enjoyed by all
It promotes a clean and healthy river in a setting where activities, buildings and
the natural environment are in harmony with one another and with the river
landscape.
It ensures the design of buildings (their form, materials and colours and their
settings, trees and plants) are alllasting features of the landscape and combine
to set the scene, enhance the visual harmony and confirm our sense of place.
It encourages recreation and tourism opportunities compatible with the natural
environment

It emphasises community involvement and participation in future planning and
management of the river and its environs.

Boating on the river IsRT)

The shared path through Ashfield
Flats (SRT)

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

The underlying philosophy of the Guiding Principles for the Swan and
Canning Rivers is that the river system is a complex and dynamic natural
landscape that extends beyond the river channel.
A properly functioning river altersthe position of its channels and foreshore,

frequently spills over its banks and occasionally occupies its floodplain. The
vegetation system within it (reeds), beside it (fringing vegetation) and nearby
(bushland, wetlands and enclaves) are all important parts of its ecology.
The river should be understood as this larger natural system of directly

The Guiding Principles set out broad policy objectives for the conservation,
management, use and development of the river setting and have been
endorsed by the Swan River Trust and the Western Australian Planning
Commissiontoguidedecision making. They encompasssocial, environmental,

cultural and natural heritage, and development and design considerations.
These principles are listed below and further explanation of these principles
can be found in Appendix 3 of the SWGn ondConning Rivers PrecinctPlonning
Ployect Precinct Pion Hondbook May 2002 .

related elements, Development beside or near the river should be responsive
to each of these elements.

SOCIAL BENEFITS

CULTURAL AND NATURAL HERITAGE

Maintaining the river and its setting as a community resource
Securing public ccess to the river
Maintaining a sense of place
Providing opportunities for water transport

Conserving the cultural and natural heritage of the river and its setting

ENVIRONMENTALVALUES

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

Protecting the natural environment

Promoting sensitive design and built form to complement the river

Protecting fringing vegetation

landscape
Encouraging appropriate development
Creating linkages and greenways

Minimising dredging and channel disturbance
Rehabilitating the river landscape
Response to river function

Creating and maintaining foreshore reserves
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The Bassendean foreshore is a keylocal amenity and has provided passive and active recreation for generations of Western Australians (UDLA)

INTRODUC
SWAN RIVER MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

PRECINCT PLANS

In 1988, the Swan River Management Strategy was adopted by the Western

In 2007, the Swan River Trust, in partnership with the Western Australian

Australian Government as an overall framework for the conservation, use

Planning Commission, published the Swan and Canning Rivers Precinct

and development of the river. One of the principal objectives of the Strategy
is to "ensure that land use and development on and adjacent to the river
maintains or enhances the quality and amenity of the river environment"and
to"balance the competing demands for use and development with the need
to conserve and enhance the functional healthy river environment for the
enjoyment of the present and future generations"

Planning Project Precinct Plan Handbook. This handbook outlines the
methodology for preparing a Precinct Plan for each of the precincts within
the Swan Canning River park

The amenity and quality of the river environment is influenced substantially
by how we use the river, treat its foreshores and develop land nearby. This, in
turn, affects the landscape quality of the river and how much we appreciate
and enjoy the river environment. The Management Strategy addresses this
issue by recommending that an overalllandscape plan Irecommendation 14)
and a policy statement (recommendation 26) guiding development on and
adjacent to the river and foreshores be prepared
SWAN RIVER SYSTEM LANDSCAPE DESCRIPTION

In 1997, the Swan River Trust published the Swan River System Landscape
Description as the first stage in implementing recommendation 14 of the
Swan River Management Strategy. The document identified 23 precincts
throughout the Swan-Canning River System and recommended that plans
be prepared to guide decision-making in relation to development on and
adjacent to the river so as to protect the river landscape

While the Swan River System Landscape Description and Precinct Plan
Handbook both identify the need for 23 separate Precinct Plans, overtimeit has
become apparent that preparing Precinct Plans based on local government
authority administration boundaries is a more pragmatic approach. Hence
this Precinct Plan for the Town of Bassendean represents one of the first of a
number of plans to be developed around the Swan Canning River park
TOWN OF BASSENDEAN PRECINCT

The purpose of this plan is to
- Provide the Town of Bassendean, the Swan River Trust and the Western

Australian Planning Commission with a detailed planning tool to guide
development and uses within the river setting; and
. Ensure that the landscape values of the river system are conserved or
enhanced for present and future generations
PRECINCT AREA

The precinct area encompasses the whole river front within the Town of
Bassendean from the Moojebing Street to Bennett Brook. It includes allland
within the Swan River Trust's Development Control Area and land abutting or
considered to be affecting the Development Control Area (Figurel )

RELATIONSHIPTO SWAN RIVERTRUST DEVELOPMENTCONTROL AREA

PRECINCT DESCRIPTIONNISUAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER ASSESSMENT

Large parts of this precinct fall within the Swan River Trust Development
Control Area and include land reserved for Regional Parks and Recreation

The methodology used in preparing this Precinct Plan involved a
comprehensive description and assessment of the landscape character

under the Metropolitan Region Scheme. The Precinct involves jurisdictions
and statutory responsibilities of the Town of Bassendean, the Swan River
Trust and the Western Australian Planning Commission.

of the precinct, generally following the approach used in the Swan River
System Landscape Description, covering built form, land use, vegetation and
topography, movement and access and water use, and subsequently refined
to take into account Visual Landscape Planning in Western AUS ral'a: A

METHODOLOGY

manual for evaluation, assessment, siting and design prepared b the fo mer

REVIEW OF RELEVANT DOCUMENTS

Department for Planning and infrastructure (now Department o Planning).

In preparing this Precinct Plan an overview of various documents, including
relevantlegislation, local government town planning schemes, State andlocal

government planning policies and guidelines, environmental management
plans and strategic planning studies, has been undertaken. These are listed
in Appendix I.
The Swan-Canning River system has been the subject of numerous studies
and investigations over the years, This Precinct Plan has been prepared
having due regard to the key recommendations of the most pertinent and
recent of these, including:
.

.

.

,

.

.

Swan River Management Strategy, 1988;
Swan River Landscape Description, 1997;
Swan and Canning Rivers Foreshore Assessment and Management
Strategy, 2008;
Land and Waterway Use Plan, 201 0;
River Protection Strategy (Draft); and,

Swan Canning RiverparkTrails Project (Draft);

The methodology entailed understanding existing conditions, defining
community objectives, identifying constraints and opportunities h

association with community values and developing a agreed st ategy to
achieve those objectives, including recommended actions, time frames and
allocation of responsibilities.
COMMUNITY AND OTHER STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION

In preparing this plan, input from a wide range of community, business
and government groups and individuals was requi ed to ensure that all key
issues were addressed and various options to resolve issues were canvassed.
This was achieved through the establishment of, and engagement with, a

Community Reference Group. The Community Reference Group provided
an insight into local concerns and aspirations at key milestones dur'rig the
project.

In particular the Community Reference Group:
. Advised the agencies on what issues were impo tant t he coinmun'ty
in the preparation of the plan;

.

.

Generated community interest in the projectand supported its objectives;
Disseminated information to members of their stakeholder/ interest

group during the course of the project; and
.

Verified local information and provided comment on the project'sfindings
for the agencies' consideration at each step of the process.

The Community Reference Group included members of the community who

responded to a request for expressions of interest in the local newspaper,
and two Town of Bassendean Councillors.

During the preparation of this Precinct Plan, the Community ReferenceGroup
met a number of times, which enabled the community to participate directly

into planning outcomes for the precinct. One of the Community Reference
Group meetings took place on a boat on the river, which gave participants
a different perspective of the study area and enabled the foreshore to be
viewed as a continuous landscape, which cannot be readily achieved from
the land,

Key issues of interest to the Community Reference Group raised during the
process included:
CHECKMINUTES, .. don't think onything specific hos been roised.
PUBLIC ADVERTISING AND CONSULTATION

This section is to be completed following pubfic odvertising ond considerorion of
submissions received.

The dense sedges and other wetland vegetation of the Ashfield Flats is of high ecological value to the river system. (UDLA)
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Where development is proposed on land (i. e. on a lot) or in waters that are
wholly in the Swan River Trust Development Control Area, the Swan River

egend
Parks a d Recreation

Trustis the primary assessing authority under Part 5 of the Swan and Canning

.

aterway - Swan River System Landscape Description 9

to the Minister for Environment, who makes the final determination on the

^

WareMay - S an River Sys e Landscape Deseription, O

application. The Swan River Trust consults the Town of Bassendean and
other State Government agencies before making its recommendation to the
Minister. Figure I represents the extent of the Swan River Trust Development
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Rivers Management Act 2006. The Swan River Trust makes a recommendation
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Applications for development on land abutting waters within the
Development Control Area or on land partly within the Development Control
Area are assessed under Clause 30A(21a of the Metropolitan Region Scheme
The Western Australian Planning Commission determines these applications
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Proposed developments located on land that abuts other land in the
Development ControlArea, orthatarelikelytoaffectwatersin the Development
Control Area, are subject to Clause 30A(2)b of the Metropolitan Region
Scheme. The Swan River Trust provides advice on this type of development
application to the Town of Bassendean (who act under delegated authority
from the Western Australian Planning Commission)
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Applications for development on other land within the Town of Bassendean
Foreshore Precinct Plan area are lodged with and determined directly by
the Town of Bassendean, who may consult with other State Government
agencies as necessary

o an

Figure I: Swan River Trust - Development ControlArea
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The Town of Bassendean is located within the area covered by precincts 9
andlO of the Swan Riversystem Landscape Description (Figurel)

Figure 2: Heritage and Culture

Precinct 9 covers Ascot to the HeIena River Confluence and therefore relates

Bassendean foreshore is a place of historical and cultural significance to the

to the majority of the Bassendean Precinct Plan
"}he Swon River tokes on Irregulorly me on dellng fonn with sections of stroight
chonnelin this section. The Ascot Perilnsulo forms on ottrocti've woter body witli
severoilingers of land extending Into the river choiinel. " Landscape Description -

local Nyoongar people, as represented by the extent of the registered heritage
sites within the precinct. It is also an early colonial town site established in
1831 (then named West Guildford) and remnants of this post-colonial history
remain as identified in figure 2

Precinct 9. Ascot to the He lend River Confluence (Swan River TTList. 1997)

The remaining northern portion of the Bassendean Precinct Plan is included
in Precinct 10, which covers Historic Guildford - North of HeIena River

Confluence to Middle Swan Road. "The Swon River takes severo1broodirre9ulor
me on ders in this precinct. The river chonnelis reloti'vely norrow und hos severo1
tributories droini'rig from the surrounding 10ndforms. The riporion section In
momlylined with flinging vegetotion Includihg severo15hore rushes, poperborks
ond sheo0ks. " Landscape Description - Precinct 10. North of Helend River Confluence to
Middle Swan Road iswall River Trust, 1997)

A substantial amount of background information was collated and informed
the precinct plan, relating to both the area's existing description and
character, and the future strategy and direction for the Bassendean foreshore
This background information broadly related to the guiding principles that
included social benefits, environmental values, cultural and natural heritage
and design and development. Included in the following pages are examples
of the type of background mapping that was prepared and contributed to
this process

Figure 3: Precinct Land use
The land use and zoriing of land within and adjacent to the foreshore
boundary has a strong influence on the precinct plan. The typical land use
fringing the river is parks and recreation and residential. Figure 3 identifies
the land uses within the precinct boundary as dictated in Local Planning
Scheme number I O

Figure 4: Precinct Path Network
High public amenity along the river relies on a strong network of dual use
paths stretching the length of Bassendean's foreshore and through to its
neighbouring local councils the City of Bayswater and the City of Swan. The
existing network was studied to inform planning, as displayed in figure 4.
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Figure 2: Heritage and Culture
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LANDSCA'E ' , ' ,
VISUAL L , NDSC ' P
The Bassendean foreshore can be categorised into four general landscape
character units (LCU) based on land use, typology, topography, functionality
and visual characteristics. These landscape character units are
LCU I - Steep Woodland
LCU 2 - Low-lying Wetland
LCU 3 - Open Parkland
LCU 4 - Private Residential

The following description progresses up-river from the precinct's southern
to northern boundary
In the southern area of the precinct the river bank is predominateIy LCUl
Steep Woodland, containing tall trees (mainly EUColyptus rudis, Corymbio
colophyllo and introduced EUColypts species) and a local shrub understorey
This area is well vegetated, however erosion is prominent
The river then turns east and separates from this steep, tree lined, ridge with a
large low-lying wetland ILCU2) named Ashfield Flats lying between the ridge
and the river. Wetland associated vegetation such as Meloleucolophi'ophyllo,
Cosuorino obeso and multiple sedge species create a naturalistic foreshore
character to the gently sloping flood plain (see landscape character unit 2 in
figure 81
This wetland borders the expansive open parkland (LCU3) of Sandy Beach
Reserve with the river turning northeast, to create a low-lying broad peninsula
occupied by the picturesque park

o

.

A
Private residential properties (LCU4) neighbour the park on its north-eastern
edge, and line the river for a stretch of approximately one kilometre. A single
row of trees on the river's edge has been preserved on many of the private
properties and assists in softening the visual impact of the diverse house and
landscape styles and elements
The topography of this relatively straight stretch of foreshore transitions from
gently sloping floodplain to a moderately steep bank before levelling out
again at the open parkland Pickering Park (LCU3) which occupies another
large flood plain. The visual landscape of Pickering Park features a strong
band of Casuarina obesa forming the interface between the open parkland
and the river

The flood plain gives way to another stretch (~700 metres) of moderately
steep, private residential foreshore (LCU4), with a visually diverse character
Again this stretch gives way to another flood plain that is the site of an open
parkland reserve
Point Reserve is a moderately sized foreshore park (LCU4) with low-keyjetties
and large mature trees. The view from Point Reserve is expansive and includes
the confluence of the He Iena and Swan Rivers, the Kings Meadow Oval (and
surrounding parkland), and the well vegetated Guildford foreshore. North
from Point Reserve the flood plain's open, flat, parkland aesthetic continues
to the iconic Guildford Bridge
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The Steep Woodland (LCUl ) constituting the foreshore at Success Hill Reserve. (UDLA)

LCU , - Steen Woodland

A steep foreshor zone dominated by
tall local riparian tree species creating
partial canopy cover with associated
under storey species. This linear
band creates a distinct "naturalistic"
character to this area of the foreshore

with the tall tree species the major
visual contributor.

(LCUl) with tall local trees (Erudis and C. Calophylla) and an understorey of
introduced weed species dramatically existing on the steep bank. This steep
vegetated foreshore rising over five metres creates a sense of enclosure at
river level screening the neighbouring residential land use. This steep bank
has been carved by the sharp turn in the river that also contributes to the
intimate enclosed nature of this portion of the river
Success Hill Reserve consists of more open parkland (LCU3) and sits above
the river bank and is a from al access point to this portion of the river. The
impressive views from Success Hill are to the well vegetated Fish Market
Reserve and the confluence of Bennett Brook and the Swan River. This steep
foreshore gives way to a low-lying wetland environment (LCU2) surrounding
the Bennett Brook - Swan River confluence

The location of these landscape character units are represented in figure 5

teep Woodland: near Ashlield Parade
forshore

Beyond Guildford Bridge the river bank becomes very steep Woodland
@ LCU 2 - Low-Ivin. Wetland
Low-lying areas of sedges and other
vegetation that experience seasonal
or permanent inundation. These
wetlands are prominent, natural

elements and provide many vital
ecological functions.
Low-lying Wetland: view south across
Ashfield Flats

LCU 3 - Open Parkland
areas
Expansive
of parkland
characterised by open lawns
surrounding large individual trees, a
thin band of sedges constitutes the
majority of the interface between
river and parkland, The informal
arrangement of trees in open lawn
creates a picturesque quality to the
landscape

Open Parkland: view north through Sandy
Beach Reserve
*.

LCU 4 - Private Residential

t

There are three main areas along

,

,

the Bassendean foreshore where a

row of large residential properties
front directly onto the river's edge.
Some have private jetties and a
large variation of foreshore edge
conditions and styles exists.
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Private Residential: Property mid-way
between Pickering Park and Point Reserve
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This Precinct Plan is a policy document and strategy identifying key activity
nodes, view corridors, access points and topographical features, supported
by a series of specific actions and recommendations. It is expected that all
future land use, subdivision, development and civic design proposals in the

The precinct objectives are presented under the headings of

Bassendean Foreshore Precinct will take into account the recommendations

. Movement and Access; and

of this Precinct Plan

- Water Use

The precinct objectives presented here have been formulated having regard
to the Swan and Canning RiversVision Statement and Guiding Principles and
to the specific character of the river within Precinct 10

All future land use, subdivision, development and infrastructure design
proposals should be supported or undertaken onlyifit can be demonstrated
that they are consistent with the following objectives.

The elements of the Precinct Plan are not exhaustive and cannot anticipate
all future development scenarios that may eventuate. The intent of the plan
therefore is to provide guidance and to demonstrate how development
can enhance, rather than detract from, the character, setting and public
enjoyment of the river
Land use, building form, road patterns, vegetation and topography all
combine to influence how a development affects the river. The Guiding
Principles should therefore be regarded as a checklist, which can be used
by proponents, local government, the Swan River Trust and other agencies
in the application assessment and approval process. The guidelines are not
intended to replace any existing guidelines, unless specifically stated to the
contrary

- Built Form

. Land Use;

. Vegetation and Topography;

BUILT FORM
OBJECTIVE - To ensure development is cognisant of its proximity to, and

impact on the character, setting and public enjoyment of the river.
EXPLANATION -These guidelines apply generally throughoutthe Bassendean

Foreshore Precinct and will be used to guide decision-making in relation
to development and proposals on the water and on land within the river
setting. The following design principles will assist in meeting the objective:
Building Siting and Orientation:
- Development should generally be orientated toward the river and
adjacent foreshore reserves unless site conditions prevent this.
- The use of blank walls with little or no detailing should be avoided.
. Development on land immediately adjoining the foreshore reserve
should be sited so as to maximise casual visual surveillance.

Earthworks and Retaining Walls:
. Excessive earthworks and use of large retaining wal should be a oided
. The height of retaining walls should be kept to a minimum. This can be
achieved through flexible building setbacks and appropriate terracing of
retaining walls to soften their visual impact.
Building Height:

. Building heights for new development should be appropriate to the
landscape context of the locality.

. Building heights should generally reflect the prevailing building heights
in the locality, especially in established residential areas.
. Building heights should not block the view to and from an important

landmark or significant landscape feature such as the river escarpment.
. Important view corridors should be preserved or be created, such as to

and from a landmark feature, heritage building, park, road or other public
space.

Design Responses:
- Design Responses that are sympathetic to the slope of the site should
be used to minimise the need for excessive cut and fill or use of large
retaining walls.
. On land with steep gradients, this may require greater use of timber
supports, concrete or steel piles to minimise onsite earthworks, or multilevel design/construction design solutions which incorporate roof lines
sympathetic to the predominant built landscape.

Materials:

. The materials and finishes of buildings shou d complement the landscape
character of the precinct, making reference to those predominantly used
in the local context.

. Large-scale developments should comprise a range of materials and
finishes to complement the diverse landscape character of the precinct.

LAND USE
OBJECTIVES

- To recognise the popularity of this section of the river for a wide range
of land and water-based activities, accommodating uses, access and

associated infrastructure within clearly defined nodes.
. To ensure that continued access to, use and enjoyment of, the river and
foreshore by the public is riot compromised by private and semi-private

Development should make a positive contribution to the setting of the
river and visual quality by incorporating sensitive design and appropriate
materials and construction techniques.
TOPOGRAPHY

OBJECTIVE - To ensure that development complements the contours of the
land as viewed from the river.

uses.
.

To ensure that adequate foreshore reserves are set aside at rezoning and
subdivision stages to allow for public use and enjoyment of the river.

EXPLANATION - It is important to ensure that the public can continue to use,
access and enjoy the river and its foreshores. Commercial and other private
forms of development should be contained within clearly defined activity

EXPLANATION - In many parts of this precinct the landform either side of the
river comprises flat or gently undulating land, which is above and beyond
the deep river valley. This is an important aspect that defines the landscape

character of this part of the river. Development should generally be set back
from the top of the slope of the river valley, so as to curtail its visual impact
and cut and fill of the land should be avoided as much as possible

nodes, as identified on the Precinct Strategy Plan (Figure 6),
VEG ETATIO N
VEGETATION ANDTOPOGRAPHY

OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVE -To conserve sign fican landforms and vegetation and to enhance

- To protect and preserve existing remnant local and significant exot'c

landscape values within the pre I c

vegetation.
. To retain a maximum degree of tree cover on land adjacent to the river.
. To encourage rehabilitation of hinging vegetation to protect and restore
the natural ecology of the river.

EXPLANATION -The landform either side of the river in this locality contains
a number of elements which have high conservation, heritage and scenic
value. These include the cliffs, escarpment and cliff face, Elsewhere, the
landscape is less dramatic but nonetheless constitutes an important natural
setting for the river.

EXPLANATION - Within this precinct a rich texture of vegetation exis s
ranging from eclectic plantings in association with urban and semirural

development and significant stands of indigenous trees along the river bank
and within adjacent landholdings. These are Important aspects in defining

places.
. To allow for views from the river to significant landmarks, heritage

the landscape character of the precinct. Management plans should specify

buildings and other features which enhance the setting and character of

programs to facilitate the protection of local vegetation and appropriate

the river.

action to reinstate and rehabilitate local vegetation in specified locations.

EXPLANATION - Many factors influence the availability of views to and
from the river. Land ownership and use on the immediate foreshore, the

MOVEMENT AND ACCESS
PHYSICAL ACCESS
OBJECTIVES

- To provide for an appropriate form of continuous uninterrupted access
along the river foreshore for pedestrians and where practical, cyclists.

. To link key activity nodes along the foreshore.
- To provide public access to the river at convenient locations.
EXPLANATION - Public accesstothe river is normally achieved by setting aside
the foreshore as a public reserve and providing continuous linear access for
pedestrians and cyclists. In some areas, physical access may be constrained
by existing topographical features, such as the river terraces or other fragile
landscape elements. In these areas, accessfor pedestrians and cyclists callsfor

road layout, landform and vegetation all play a role. In this precinct, broad,
continuous sweeping views are obtained from several public high points.
These views are essential to the public enjoyment of the river. Roads and
other public places provide narrow glimpses of the river at various locations
throughout the precinct. These views are important to maintaining a sense
of place - visual connection to the river environment. View corridors and
vistas to the river should be preserved and enhanced through appropriate
site layout of buildings, other structures and tree planting.
WATER USE

OBJECTIVE -To recognise the importance of the river as a scenic corridor.
EXPLANATION -The high conservation and scenic values of this section of the

a sensitive design approach, utilising construction techniques and materials

river could be threatened by inappropriate uses if not properly controlled.

compatible with the landform.

This section of the river is more suited to low-impact, passive recreation
pursuits such as fishing, canoeing and rowing in defined areas, than 'ritensive

VISUAL ACCESS

recreational or commercial uses.

OBJECTIVES

. To maximise views of the river from adjacent roads and other public

PRECINCT T'A E
SOCIAL BENEFITS

ENVIRONMENTAL VALUES

Preserving and enhancing the existing foreshore parks and reserves that exist
on the precinct's flood plains is paremount to the ability to allow the public to

Protecting the integrity of the Swan River environment is crucial torts ability to
provide amenity and value to locals and visitors within the Town of Bassendean.
Bush Forever classification covers Ashfie!d Flats. Sandy Beach Reserve, Success

experience the river within Bassendean and the quality of these experiences.
Connecting these parks and reserves, or activity nodes, is also highly influential

Hill foreshore and Bennett Brook. Conservation Over Water status covers the

on the overall quality of the foreshore experience. With the Town of Bassendean
committed to the infillobjectives of Directions 2031, an increased population is
anticipated, as is an increased demand on the amenity provided by the river and

river from Point Reserve north to the precinct's extent at Bennett Brook. These
areas are considered high ecological priorities and require preservation and

its foreshore parks. In preparation for increased demand for public open space;
Success Hill Reserve and Sandy Beach Reserve I Ashfield Flats are considered

regional recreation nodes. Due to their isolated, constrained sites and smaller
size; Pickering Park, Ashfield Parade Reserve and Hardy Road are considered
more intimate and discrete local parks. Due to Point Reserve's proximity to the

commercial centre of Bassendean; potential exists to draw visitors from the
Town Centre down to the foreshore park with commercial opportunities.

enhancement to ensure the rivers health and longevity. The fringing vegetation
has been compromised in significant sections of the Bassendean foreshore.
Strategicforeshore planting is required to re-introduce shoreline and understorey
vegetation and assist in the succession of mature trees. Additionally, enhancing
foreshore vegetation will assist in erosion prevention and control. Erosion
control requirements for different areas of foreshore have been priorities and
are displayed in figure 6.
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

CULTURAL AND NATURAL HERITAGE

The Ashfield Flats/Sandy Beach Reserve, Point Reserve and Success Hill Reserve,

Bassendean has a strong cultural heritage associated with the river. Maintenance
of this natural heritage requires consideration when development is planned

are priorities for enhancement. Potential facility upgrades and commercial
opportunities may be appropriate in these locations due to their regional
significance. Connecting these nodes via a foreshore shared path is a significant
challenge due to privatised sections of the foreshore impeding public access.
The long term goal of establishing this foreshore connection would improve
the experience of the foreshore and increase the amenity it provides. It would
also help to include the Bassendean foreshore and its reserves in a wider tourist
network and destination. This is currently restricted by private properties that
extend to the river in certain areas as shown in figure 6.

and actions to maintain the river's physical and blotic characteristics. Sensitive

erosion control, preservation of existing vegetation, minimised dredging and
channel disturbance, succession planting of large trees, weed control and revegetation of degraded areas are all continual considerations aimed at preserving
the natural heritage of the river. Success Hill Reserve and Pyrton Reserve are sites
holding particular significance to the NYoongar community and interpretation
and preservation within these areas is of critical importance. The Swan River
has played a significant role in the lives of generations of residents in the Town
of Bassendean; this public access to and interaction with the river should be
protected and enhanced to continue this tradition.

Development of the foreshore must be placed in the context of increased
population within the Town of Bassendean due to increased zoriing densities as
prescribed by Directions 2031. The associated increased demand on the amenity

provided by the foreshore requires appropriate design and development to
ensure this demand is catered for and the social, environmental and heritage
features of the precinct are preserved and enhanced.
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Figure 6: Precinct Strategy Area A
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SUB-PRECINCT I: ASHFIELD FORESHORE AND SANDY BEACH RESERVE
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Sub-precinct I has the potential to become a regionalIy significant recreation area and a
key destination in a wider foreshore tourism route. Ashfield Parade is a quiet street that
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distinct linear Landscape Character Units. The first, bordering the road, is a flat linear
parkland with mature trees surrounded by lawn, with a shared path running its length.
The second Landscape Character Unit, on the river side of the reserve, is a steep woodland
river bank with an understorey of local shrubs and evidence of significant erosion. Stairs
connect Ashfield Parade to a riverside path that links into the Ashfield Flats shared path.
The Ashfield Flats is a large expanse of low-lying wetland with altered hydrology due the
presence of an open Water Corporation drain that forms a straight incision through the
wetland system. The Ashfield Flats Reserve is the largest remaining river flat in the Perth
metropolitan area covering 64 hectares. This area requires ecological rehabilitation to
controlweeds and reinstate ground hydrology. The access path is only on its southern side

and the compelling views across this expansive wetland are currently under utilised.
The land is currently owned by Western Australian Planning Commission, and through
a management arrangement maintenance is conducted by the Town of Bassendean. A
boardwalk structure allows access between the flats and the river and onto a dual use path
that leads into the large parkland expanse of Sandy Beach Reserve.
Sandy Beach Reserve is a large well maintained park with many mature local trees.
The area around Ashfield Flats and Sandy Beach Reserve is a well-used recreational area for

o
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dog walking and fishing.
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I . Erosion is a significant issue along Ashfield
parade foreshore reserve and remedial on will
require on-going efforts.

2. An opportunity exists to sensitiveIy enhance
the experience of Ashfield Flats with improved
access (boardwalks) and interpretation.

3. Designated viewing areas or structures
could utilise the view across Ashfield Flats and

showcase this important area.

4. Sandy Beach reserve is a large regional park
with a gentle bank and sufficient space to
allow a designated boat launching facility and
associated car park.

9
5. Ashfield Flats requires ecological restoration.
This is unlikely under the financial constraints

6. A suitable kayak launching area in Sandy

7. A jetty with the capacity to facilitate ferries

Beach reserve would allow connection horn

could provide an opportunity to attract visitors

numbers to the area, commercial opportunities

of the current management arrangements

the northern river bank to the extensive kayak
facilities at Garvey Park.

and tourists to Ashfield Flats and Sandy Beach

could become viable and would contribute to

Reserve.

further increasing activation.

and may require reassignment of its long term
management

B. With increased attraction and therefore visitor

SUB-PRECINCT 2: BASSENDEAN PARADE RESIDENTIAL AREA
Sub-precinct 2 represents the largest stretch of privately owned foreshore in the
Bassendean Precinct. 25 Private residential lots extend to the river's edge comprising
a one kilometre section of foreshore. Some remnant foreshore trees have been

preserved near the river's edge on the private lots. Protection of remnant, fringing
vegetation is vital in softening the visual influence of the residences on the river
environment, as well as performing an ecological function and assisting in erosion
prevention. The properties have a diverse approach to the treatment of the river^
edge representing many differing techniques for foreshore stabilisation. The houses
and surrounding gardens also represent an eclectic variation in styles, treatments and
elements. The foreshore path that runs into Sandy Beach Reserve turns away from the
foreshore and into West Road which runs along the front of the foreshore properties.

I . The long term goal of connecting Sandy
Beach Reserve to Picketing Park is challenging,

West Road and Bassendean Parade should be

2. As a short term measure, the route along

however it is important to include Bassendean

enhanced in duding improved way-finding,

in the wider Swan River recreation route

path treatments, and planting of riverine
vegetation.

3. Riparian trees on private land should be
preserved and play a significant role in redudng
the impact of private properties on the river's

4. Potential exists to increase density to
compensate for the acquisition of foreshore
reserves to anow public access along the

At the end of Villiers Street East, the road reserve continues to the river^ edge

creating a small area of public ownership and providing access to the river. The most
appropriate route to connect to the foreshore is to continue along West Road until
turning right on Bassendean Parade that continues into Pickering Park. West Road
and Bassendean Parade are separated from the river by the private properties and
the route to re-connect with the foreshore is unclear. Establishing a public foreshore
connection through this precinct will remain a significant challenge due to the length
offoreshoreinvolved (one kilometre), narrow width of the foreshore reserve and the

visual character

foreshore.

5. Specification of visually permeable foncing
and vegetative screening would reduce the
influence of properties directly abutting

6. An agreed best practice approach to

Parks and Recreation Reserve on their side
boundaries

private property owners.

erosion control measures required through much of the section.
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Figure 9: Sub-precinct 2
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7. A strategic planting regime is required to
re-introduce understorey and bolster hinging
vegetation to aid erosion control, and improve
river health.

8. The road reserve at the end of Deakin Street

continues to the water's edge and presents an

immediate opportunity for fringing vegetation
and public amenity enhancement.

SUB-PRECINCT 3: PICKERING PARK
Sub-precinct 3 includes Pickering Park and a section of private residential properties that
Stretch north to Point Reserve

Pickering Park is open parkland with large mature trees occupying the flood plain between
the river and Bindaring Wetland. The park contains a linear strip of fringing vegetation
visually dominated by Cosuorion obeso, which constitutes its interface with the river. The
exception to this is a low-key boat launching area that creates a clearing in the fringing
vegetation and creates a view from the river to the boat ramp car park that is in close
proximity to the river's edge. Other facilities in the local park include a picnic, basketball
and playground area. Recently planted trees exist within the park along with areas of re~
vegetation highlighting the efforts to increase vegetation. The northern edge of the parkis
bound by the fence line of a private property that is only partially screened by vegetation,
North of Pickering Park is a 700 metre stretch of privatised foreshore with 12 pr'vate y

5
I. The relocation of the Pickering Park boat
launching area to Sandy Beach Reserve could be
appropriate given its local, rather than regional
role, however community opinion would be
important in making this decision.

2. Relocation of the car park at Picketing Park
further from the river^ edge is recommended
to reduce the visual influence of parked cars on
the rivers landscape character.

3. A foreshore path connecting Pickering Park
and Point Reserve would greatly enhance the
foreshore amenity and include the area in a

4.1n the short term, the route along North Road
should be enhanced including improved wayfinding, path treatments, planting of riverine

wider tourist network.

vegetation etc.

5. An increase in zoriing density could be used
to compensate increased P&R reserve and the
ceding of P&R reserve to the Crown.

6, A strategic planting regime is required to
re. introduce understorey and bolster fringing
vegetation to aid erosion control and river

owned Parks and Recreation Reserve (P&R). This area restricts connection from Picke ing

Park to Point Reserve, and establishing a foreshore path to create this connect'on would
greatly enhance the public amenity. Due to the location of the flood plain, houses on the
southern and northern ends of this section have a sizeable setback from the river and this

low, flat plain has good potential for a future public access route. The land in the centra
portion of this section (near the road reserve of Anstey Street) has a stee bank a d the
floodway remains close to the river's
edge. This has created a condition
^

r

^I '

where a short setback distance occurs
between the built form and the P&R

.

DC

reserve. Short setbacks, steep land,

.
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narrow P&R reserves and erosion '55ues

dictate that future public access a o g
this area is likely to be in the fo in o
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Figure 10: Sub-precinct 3

7. Specification of visually soft fencing and
vegetative screening would reduce the visual
influence of properties directly abutting P&R

8. An agreed best practice approach to
erosion control on private properties could be
determined and then guidance provided to

Reserve on their side boundaries.

private property owners,

SUB-PRECINCT 4: POINT RESERVE
Sub-precinct 4 includes Point Reserve and privately owned land to the north and south of
the park.

.

Point Reserve is a moderately size foreshore park, located at the nearest point of the river to
the Bassendean Town Centre. The picturesque park is populated by mature flooded gums
(Eucalyptus rudis) scattered across the ow-lying flood plain. The western side of the park rises
steeply to approximately five metres above the flood plain and the residences on the private
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land sit above this ridge. There are ow-key facilities at the parkincluding BBQ's, toi ets, picnic
tab es and shade structures. he car parking 's spread across two areas, one above the ridge

~'" I

near the entrancetothe parkand one on the levelofthe flood plain. The panoramicviewfrom

"~ 'ne' townary I

o

pad ^I
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Point Reserve is impressive and includes the confluence of the HeIena and Swan Rivers, the

Kings Meadow Oval (and surrounding parkland) and the well vegetated Guildford foreshore.
Two low-lying jetties enhance the visual character and experience of Point Reserve allowing

e
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close interaction with the river and views to the north and to the south
r
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The no hem and southern ends of the flood plain extend beyond the boundaries of the park
leaving flat privatise land in these areas without any built form or structures, presenting the
opportunity for the creation of a shared path a orig the foreshore. The northern section of
th's pia'n is cut by an open Water Corporation drain before meeting the share use path that
runs be ow Gui dford Road and then Rail Bridge.
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Figure 11: Sub-precinct 4
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I. Its proximity to Bassendean Town Centre
gives Point Reserve potential to be an exciting
regional activity node and increasing and
enhancing facilities is recommended.

5. Ownership boundaries on the flood plain
to the north of the park are unclear and some
fences extend into the river. Clarification and
demarcation of boundaries is recommended.

3, A shared path that connects Point Reserve to
Guildford Bridge would enhance the experience
of the park and connect it to the high use shared
path network tinduding PSP network).

4. Establishment of a shared foreshore path

6. Specification of uniform visually soft fendng
and vegetative screening would reduce the
visual influence of properties directly abutting

7. Enhancement of the route between the Town

Parks and Recreation Reserve.

Bassendean's riverside location.

8. Some mature trees in point reserve are of
advanced age and succession planting is require
to ensure the longevity of Point Reserve's
landscape character and ecology,

2. With increased attraction and therefore visitor

numbers to the area, commercial opportunities
could become viable and would contribute to

further increasing activation.

Centre and the foreshore park is required to
connect the town and the river and highlight

through Point Reserve that extends south and
connects to the proposed path in sub-precinct
3 would include Bassendean in a wider tourism
and recreation network.

I
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SUB-PRECINCT 5: SUCCESS HILL RESERVE
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Sub-precinct 5 extendsfrom Guildford Road and RailBridges to the conn ence of Bennett Brookand 'ncludes

Success Hill Reserve and a stretch of private properties between Success Hil and GUI dford Bridge,

Social Benefits

The river takes a sharp hairpin turn at this location and a steep bank has fo med on the Bassend an foreshore

that rises sharply over 10 metres in some areas. This steep bank disp ays dramatic signs of erosion and past
erosion controleffortsare evident. A recent successful erosion and rehabilitation project has shown sensitivity
Natural Heri
Natural Heritage to the landscape character and natural heritage of the area, avo'ding prominent retaining structures and
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Design and other forms of close interaction with the river alon with enhanced river views. The course of the river, hj
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bank and vegetation combine to create a strong sense o isolation to this corner of the river. Neghbouring
suburbia and the sites 13km distance from the Perth Cent al Business District are concealed and seclusion

from the urban environment is provided. Ajargewater service pipecrosses the river to the south of Success Hill
Reserve and the large structural e ements supporting the p'peline contrasts the character of the area, Open
parkland ies between the steep woodland bank and Seventh Avenue and contains shaded picnic benches,
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BBQ'$, play eq ipment and a toilet and shower b ock. Due to the urban division of the own of Bassendean
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Figure 12 Sub-precinct 5

I, Due to the indigenous cultural heritage
of the area, consultation with Nyoongar
representatives is required for any development

by Gui dford Road and the Midland railwayline, this parkis the keyforeshore amenity to the IOCa residentsin
northern Bassendean and Eden Hil. Interpretive 5'9nage informs visitors of the heritage significance of this
area of the river to the traditional Nyoongar people. This area 's of mythological significance to Nyoongar
culture and is associated with dreaming stories. For many generations it has been a p ace of ceremony, a
camp site, water source, meeting place and birth place. The north eas ern boundary of both the sub-precinct
and the Town of Bassen eanis formed b Ben ett Brook. Th s sina I, we I'vegetated, wate course flows down
from Whitein a Parkinto the Swan River and the con uence of these two water bodies provides an attractive
view and an eco o ICally important wetland area.

3. Weed eradication and rehabilitation of local

4. A river crossing into the neighbouring Fish

vegetation is required throughout the majority
of the foreshore in the sub-precinct, particularly
in the section of private property.

Market Reserve could enhance the experience

8. Success Hill Reserve as key foreshore amenity
fadlities.

or reinediation work.

2. The erosion control project conducted in
2012 should provide a strong precedent in the
techniques to be continued throughout the
sub-precinct Iwhere applicableI,

5. Connecting Guildford Road Bridge and
Success Hill Reserve via a shared path is a long-

6. The key view to the Bennett Brook and
Swan River confluence requires protection and

term objective that could require a boardwalk
due to the steep embankment and narrow P&R

enhancement due to its contribution to the

7. Specification of visually soft fencing and
vegetative screening would reduce the visual
influence of properties directly abutting Parks

landscape character.

and Recreation Reserve.

reserve

of both reserves, The existing water main
should be explored as a suitable crossing point

to northern Bassendean and Eden Hill residents

is a priority area for the provision of quality

IMPLEMENTATION & ACTION PLAN

APPENDIX I

RELEVANT STRATEGIC DOCUMENTS

The following is a list of current strategic documents of potential influence to
development within the boundaries of the Town of Bassendean Foreshore
Precinct. All documents are publicly available from the Town of Bassendean,
Eastern Metropolitan Regional Council (EMRC), The Swan River Trust or the
Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC)
Swan River Trust and the Western Australian Planning Commission
- State Planning Policy 2.10 - Swan Canning River System (Western
Australian Planning Commission, 2006)
. Swan Canning River park Trails Project Is wari River Trust)
. DRAFT River Protection Strategy (Swan River Trust, 2012) - particularly
Land and Waterway Use Plans 9 & 10
. Foreshore Assessment and Management Strategy (Swan River Trust,
2008)

- DRAFT Swan Canning River park Aquatic Use Review and Management
Framework (Department of Transport & Swan River Trust, 2011)
. Directions 2031 (Western Australian Planning Commission, 2010)
- DRAFT Bennett Brook NYungar Cultural and Environmental Concept Plan
and Report (Pyrton Site) (Prepared by Hassell for the WAPC & Building
Housing and Works, 2011)
- Landscape Description - Precinct 9, Ascot to the Herena River Confluence
(Swan River Trust, 1997)

- Landscape Description - Precinct 10, North of He Iena River Confluence to
Middle Swan Road (Swan River Trust, 1997)

Eastern Metropolitan Regional Council
- Swan and He IQna Rivers Regional Recreational Path Development Plan
(Transplan for ERMC, 2009)
. Swan and He Iena River Management Framework Report (HASSELL for
the Eastern Metropolitan Regional Council, 2007)
. Swan and He Iena Rivers Management Framework: Heritage Audit and
Statement of Significance (Eastern Metropolitan Regional Council, 2009)
. Collective Biodiversity Strategy (Eastern Metropolitan Regional Council,
2008)

. EMRC regional Bike plan (Eastern Metropolitan Regional Council, 2011)
. Regional Tourism Strategy (Eastern Metropolitan Regional Council, 2010)
. Regional Economic Development Strategy (Eastern Metropolitan
Regional Council. 2010)
The Town of Bassendean

. Local Planning Scheme N0 10 (Town of Bassendean, 2008)
. Bassendean Town Centre Strategy and Guidelines (Town of Bassendean,
2008)

. Success Hill Reserve Rehabilitation Concept Plan Isyrinx Environmental
for the Town of Bassendean, 2008)
. Town of Bassendean Local Bike Plan 2012 (Cardno for The Town of

Bassendean, September 2012)
. Strategic Plan for the Future 7009 - 2019; Bossendeonti Pion for o
Sustoinoble Future (Town of Bassendean, 2009)
. Town of Bassendean Cultural Plan (Town of Bassendean, 2006)

. Town of Bassendean Physical Activity Strategic Plan 2010-2013 (Town of
Bassendean, 2009)

. Town of Bassendean Playspaces Implementation Plan (Town of
Bassendean, 2009)
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